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The Issue of Ima~

Syracuse, New York

Juxtaposition and Transfer

Aside from our usual coverage, a major theme of this issue is imagery. The
normalization principle has much to say about this. Imagery and symbolism (which
incJ.l.1nes
all sorts of sensory images, but especially visual ones), and their ability
to convey messages, are very real. Even though the message that is communicated by
an image is often received unconsciously rather than cotisciously, the message still
has a very powerful impact. Furthe~ messages ca~ried by an image can transfer to, or
be associated with, any entity with which that image is juxtaposed.
Images can thus
transfer their meanings and associations to and among places, objects, organizations,
people, and even other symbols. Transfer or association of an image to another entity
is especially apt to happen if the juxtaposition of the two is contiguous, frequent,
repeated, strong or intense, and reinforced.
The messages carried and transferred by
images are quite often messages of positive or negative value, such as good/bad,
hC'~lthy/sick, human/subhuman, worthy/unworthy, etc. Once such a message has become
~";sn~i8ted via image transfer with some entity, that entity will then be perceived as
i : ~~('l
I being good or bad, he'a L thy or sick, ete. What all of this means in regard to
:'\\iiFJn
services is that the images that are associated with service agencies and their
rlients, and with devalued people in general, will affect the responses that members
of society are Rpt to make towards devalued people. Positive images will tend to
elicit positive attitudes and behaviors, and negative ones will elicit negative responses.
Count Your Fingers, One E.Y. One
Now here is a grand conjunction of three deviancy images. At the Kiwanis Center
for the Deaf (that's one) in Winnipeg, every resident received a flyer soliciting
contributions to The Leprosy Relief (that's two) showing a pitiful picture of a group
of leprous children (that's three), and promising that $25 would trea~ and often cur~
one leprosy sufferer for a year. Actually, there is even a fO\ITth-deviancy image, in
tha t the wo rd leprosy in one prominent spot of the flyer was spelled "leproy."
(Submitted by one of our operatives from Winnipeg)

- 2 Instant Horma1ization
A fascinating use of language and communication, as well as of implicit assumptions, is illustrated by the acronym NORML adopted by the National Organization for
the Reform of Harijuana Laws. The acronym appears prominently on the letterhead :lnd
envelopes of this organization.
The organization has been lobbying since 1970 for
Hhat amounts to the total decriminalization of marijuana usaGe. The implication of
t ne acronym obviously
is that either
it is no rrae.L to smoke mar ijuana , or th'lc one
becomes no!'mal by smokinr it.
Pinocc~io was a Blockhead
Few people recognize the deviancy which is contained in the children's story of
Pinocchio.
To begin with, there was" a little old man" who was lonely and who
wanted a son for company. To solve his problems, he made the Pinocchio puppet
figure out of wood. Once created, the puppet sang the follo~7ing song about himself:
I am a funny little boy that's made of wood,
I'm carved from a limb of a hickory tree,
I have a wooden head and a lons, long nose,
Everybody laughs when they look at me,
He's made of wood from a hickory tree,
He's got the longest nose you ever did see
Pinocchio, Pinocchio, that's his name.
'He has no sense and he hus no shame •••
Obviously, this song implies that Pinocchio is
not
very smart (having a
wooden head and no sense), looks deviant (wi.t h the longest nose you ever d Ld see so
that everybody ,,,illlaugh), and is not very human (has no shame).
These and other problems of using puppets to try to positively influence
attitudes of children toward handicapped people was pointed out in a recent positior
paper by Milton Baker. Anyone interested in his analysis can wr i.t e to him at:
29 Hellington Road, North Syracuse, New York 13212.
Along these lines, the Office of Mental Retardation of the State of He,,,York
designed a scheme to change public attitudes toward the handicapped by developing a
puppet show using hideous-looking puppets, at almost $3,000 per set. The state has
fielded 11 troupes of t~.JOfull-time people each to present plays with these puppets,
pspecially in schools because a major object of the puppet show is to facilitate
inteGration of handicapped people in the schools. Five of the puppets are handicapped and two are non-handicapped, in itself a not very inteBrative configuration.
It is ironic that the state is making these rather dubious and very expensive
efforts even though it has done very little itself to promote integration of retard·
people, having dumped tens of thousands of them (a good number of wh Lch have found
their way into prisons), nor having been very supportive of too many other integra··
tive projects where it had the discretionary power to do so.
The Progeria Craze
A series of moderately peculiar events resulted in almost two weeks of constant
bizarre news coverage in late November and early December of 1931. One of its subjects was an eight-year-old boy from South Africa afflicted with a rare, mysterious
but long-known condition known as Progeria, which is essentially a symptomatic labe
referring to premature aging. Similar to other children with this condition, this
boy already had a very striking symptomatic appearance:
bald, bulging eyes, ears
standing out somewhat, and looking like a tJithered little old man. In fact, the
child had a striking resemblance to the cultural image of certain cartoon or fairy

- 3 tale figures, such as the dwarves in Snow White. He also had arthritis, including in
his hands.
Such children commonly die in their teens--from old age. The condition
is believed to strike one child in eight million.
In November, 1981, his family took him on a trip to the Netherlands and to
Disneyland in California, and the news ,media 'began to run articles on this event and
to show all kinds of pictures of the boy.
The boy's trip was enabled by $26,000 raised by various individuals and organizations, especially the Sunshine City Jaycees, and the Sunshine Foundation which is a
Philadelphia char I ty group founded in the mid 1970 s that "grants wishes to terminally
ill children."
The publicity surrounding the trip made a number of families with such children
aware of each other's existence, each reportedly thinking that they were totally
alone in the world.
Soon, they began to converge with ,each other, providing cannon
fodder for the media when the child and family were to be met by yet another family
who had a child of almost the same age with the same condition.
An outright bizarr€
element in this meeting and its news coverage were various pictures of these childre;,
which revealed, for instance, that the second boy did indeed bear a phenomenal
resemblance to one of the dwarves in Snow \-1hite,and while -this was never spelled out
in the news coverage, it was unmistakably ?nd sensationally brought out in the medic
pictures of the Disneyland context.
Furthermore. the American boy's name Vlas Mickey.
and his hero was reported to be Hickey House.
Regarding the South African boy, the ne~lS media constantly emphasized that one of
his favorite characters was Pinocchio, underlining a non-human image juxtaposition,
especially since pictures showing the little boy together with Pinocchio were so
posed as to make the two look almost identical.
The boy's appearance was also not
helped much by the fact that he was sometimes dressed like a little adult.
Soon, the boys received messages from yet others afflicted by the, same condition,
including some young adults.
One of these said "We are of a f am i Ly-e-we all have the
same characteristics."
One of them, an eleven year old, rushed to Disneyland but
became ill and could not meet 't-lith
the boys. Howeve r , soon she was photographed and
pictured in the papers wearing a Snow White costume, juxtaposed to yet another younr.
adult with the same condition, aged 26, both of whom were so depicted" that one would
swear they were dolls .Ln some kind of toy store windov7.
Apparently, Associated Press had a monopoly on this event, because AP relentless)carried these articles and pictures for about two weeks.
After'this particular progeria craze had run its course, it was revived by a
cover story in the January 24, 1982 issue of the Sunday supplement magazine,
Parade, which once more hashed over the Disneyland meeting.
Ad Campaign Crash Landing
Gannett, which is a news agency. carried a relatively positive ad in Time about c.
documentary it did on retarded people in Denver.
The bad news is that half of the
full page ad showed a picture of disembodied heads with airplane wings coming out 01
their sides, and airplane bodies on the top of the heads, flying around in the air
over Denver.
v1hat is even wo r se is that each airplane had a pilot in it that was
obviously flying the head around.
Interestingly, the propellers on these planes were depicted as stationary rather
than turning--a sure invitation to a crash landing.
There was absolutely nothing in the ad which would suggest why such a bizarre
picture would belong with it.
The only negative aspect about the article itself was its title "Helping. Others
Do the Best They Can," when the documentary itself wes actually entitled "Doing the
Best We Can." One further wonders why the airplanes were of the circa 1920 type.
We thus have another instance of unconscious devaluations expressing themselves
in a very indirect form.
(Item submitted by Joni Fritz)

.- 4 Odds and ~ncis
------There is a certain type of task used on some intelligence tests and in learning research where a person is asked to identify one element among several "which
does not belong," such as perhaps a triangle among three circles, a small circle
of this task are "oddity task,"
among three or four larger circles,·etc.· The naI!l.es
"oddity learning," or "oddity performance."
These tasks can become quite difficult
so as to challenge the mental capacity of even the brightest people. So far, so
good, but a classical example of a conservatism corollary issue of the normalizatior
principle arises when a person is asked to perform this kind of task who is already
at risk ofbein8 perceived as odd. Thus, one is somewhat taken aback to read the
title of a research study: IlUse of a Relational Focus Strategy in Oddity
Performance of mm Adolescents "(American Journal of Mental D~ti_~~_~:n.c..Yl.
Hot only
is this title apt to transnit a (possibly unconscious) message that retarded people
are expected to perform oddly, but it is also an example of obscurantist language
practices in the behavioral fields which unnecessarily mystify readers, and which
are apt to elicit Senator Proxmire's Golden Fleece Award.
Petty Old 2.E.!:.Y.
One would think that no matter how handicapped an elderly person is, in most
instances, a committed effort could get such an opera-loving person to a local oper<
house. Thus it is problematic enough when an opera company goes to a nursing home
to perform an opera there, as did the Syracuse Opera Theater in June of 1931 Hhen
it went to the Loretto Geriatric Center. Dut guess which opera they imported?
Perhaps La Traviata? Die Heistersinger? Ri.gol.et t o ? Fidelio-? Perhaps a religious
opera or musical, somewhat in tune with the Catholic affiliation of the facility?
Let's see how well you can anticipate deviancy-imaging and perversion, and for the
answe~ turn to the bottom of this page.** This perversion was rationalized by
claiming that it "70uld make for "inter-generational" attendance.
Swing For--But Not Uith--The Retarded
"To swing" has many meanings.
Some old-fashioned people might be thinking
either of a dance or of someone being hung by the neck until dead; new-f ashfoned
peole are probably thinking of spouse-swapping; and probably not too many people
would immediately think of the more traditional meaning of the word. Thus, a
project that asks people to "swing for the retardedll could easily suggest that it
might involve some spouse-swapping, and is thus not a particularly fortunate choice
for a lottery by a tennis group, \-1iththe proceeds going to "retarded children.1I
Eati~, Drinking or neing Turkeys
In human services and in society, devalued people are overwhelmingly likely to
be associated with animal imagery that is not particularly positive, such as
monkeys, turtles, and so on. Valued peoplp Are imaged in terms of positively valuer
animals, such as eagles. The go o d news is that we have finally found an instance
where commercial advertising uses a relatively discredited animal as its emblem.
The product is Hild Turkey Bourbon Uhiskey, and the advertisement has pictures of
turkeys everywhere. Generally, few people would want to buy something that is "a
turkey. II
The End Has Once Near in Columbus
-Yl1henthe Columbus--RaiTroad Company began to operate its first ho rse-d rawn
streetcars in Columbus, Ohio, in the 1300::;, the end of the line for the hTest DoStrd
coach wa s "asylums and cemeteries," prominently wr Lt t cn along the entire side of
the streetcars on that line. (Submitted by Garnett Steele)
**They performed "Little Red Riding Hood"!

- 5 Deaf End
One of the slides in the normalization teaching slide set sold by the Training
Institute shows the juxtaposition (on the same pole) of one street sign that says
"Deaf Chf.Ld" tITithanother one that says "Dead End."· A lot of people thought that we
were reading too much into this juxtaposition, but a friend of the Training Institut~
recently sent us an ad from the Boston Globe (Narch 7, 1982) in which the North
Shore Association for Retarded Citizens in Salem, Nassachusetts
(wher e they hung
the witches) advertised a job position for a communications skill instructor in its
"Death/lIR Programs."

----

Hore I.Y .D.P.News
Host countries of the world have issued some kind of commemorative stamp for
the International Year of Disabled Persons.
These stamps provide a fertile field
for image analysis.
Fred llarshman submitted a reproduction of these stamps to us
with the observation that transitions from darkness into light and trees with
broken limbs were favorite themes. Hare positively, many of the stamps depict
handicapped people engaged in active pursuits, especially work and sports.
Some
were very honest in depicting people with very significant impairments.
In others,
the impairment was essentially hidden away, as when only an appealing young child
is depicted.
Some stamps we re spectacularly successful, such as the one from the
Cayman Islands showing a handicapped person and a non-handicapped person scuba
diving under the water.
Some stamps weuld raise the v Lewe r 's consciousness of what
handicapped people are up against, such as the ~orean stamp depicting a person
sitting in a wheelchair at the foot of a long flight of stairs.
One problem with the I.Y.D.P. which we have not mentioned in our earliqr coverage of that event is that DP, since Horld Har II, has stooel for "Displaced Person."
In A Rut
---An organization

of mentally disordered people that meets in the basement of a
former hospital, dotlTUthe hall from a program for multiply handicapped adult~ is
named RUT, which stands for Return Us Today, which is also problematic, sounding
like a legend on bottles or aluminum cans.
(Submitted by Rob McInnes)
Going All The Hay In Louisville
Hhat does lIgoing all the way" mean to you? In a more innocent age only a few
years ago, it was a delicate expression· used mostly among unmarried teenagers to
refer to having sexual intercourse.
Well, it seems those days are past, or else we
have got a terrible deviancy image juxtaposition.
In Louisville, Kentucky, it 'vas
discovered in 1982 that there existed an All the \~ay Christian Rehabilitation
Center. One almost wonders whether this might be a Christian sex therapy clinic,
or a place that sends you to heaven or hell for t hwf.th ,
Work for the Bores
-One ~our
many TI spies (should we say "operatives")
has sent us a publicity
brochure put out by a vocational services center for the mentally retarded in
Georgia.
The program has a very positive name and logo (Parkway Enterprises,
with the street number 365 inside the large P of Park'ITay),but it solicits contract
work from the business community with the large-lettered appeal: "The work needs to
be done. But it's repetitive.
Dull. And it takes too much of your employees'
valuable time. Time that could be spent elsewhere at more profit to you."
A Little Hore l1anure ~ Those People Plants, Please
The National Council for Therapy and Rehabilitation Through Horticulture will
hold its 10th annual conference in Vancouver on the unfortunate theme "never Too
Old to Grow--Pl ants and People."
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Miscellaneous

Image Vignettes .

*He associate the word "chow" with what dogs eat, or perhaps with ",hat one
eats in places such as the army. i'·fuat
is one to think of a church program named
CHO~l in Binghamton, NY, that supplies foodstuf~s to poor families?
*A Urogram for Acquisition of Language with Severely- Impaired obviously has the
problematic acronym PALSI, but chose to call it PALS. CLIP rather problematically
stands for Clinical Language Intervention Program.
Not bad is REFER, which stands
for Rapid Exam Por Early Referral.
All of these program tools were available in
early 1982 from Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company.
*A number of services to elderly people are called "Departments of Aging,"
which unfortunately yields the acronym DOA--whlch is also an abbreviation used in
emergency medical and similar services for "dead on ar rLva Ij'' (Submitted by Al Klotz:
*Now this is hard to believe.
There is a group of parents of people with
Down's Syndrome in Down County, Ireland.
The Down 2 Syni'=-~l!!:e
News (i-lay1932)
expressed the hope that it did not call itself1'Jle Down Down"s~up,
and suggested
that perhaps the county should change its name. By ~he way, the members of the
Down's Syndrome Congress )!lightbe seen wearing buttons saying "Up Y7ith Down's."
Also, there is the Uile I{~~~·D~1Flr:s Syndrome Association of Aurora, Colorado,
certainly a t op+no t ch examp'Le of the implementation of the slogan "Up Hith Detro's.
The Down's Syndrome grant proj ect of Louisville, Kentucky,_ has a newsletter entitle,
~
~ and Away. Not so hot is the De Lawar e Parents of Downs, Inc. (p2:xn~s
Syndrome ~,
June 1982)
Ii

•

*A human service agency in Massachusetts is entitled Chaos, Inc.
what kind of service they provide.
(Submitted by Hike Gordon).

One wonders

*Another example of an ill-chosen organization name is that of the Blis~~.
bolics Association of Newfoundland and Labr ador , because it acronymized to BANAL
(membership dues in 1981 only $2.00). Accordingly, it published a newsletter whicb
was named BN~AL News •.
*A 1975 instrument to assess and develop vocational independence for retarded
persons has been advertised in professional journals under the acronym SEHEP,
standing for Sheltered Employment \.]orkExperience Program.
Doesn't that come
uncomfortably close to sewer? And if so, why?
*The good news is that the Owensboro Council for Retarded Citizens in Kentuck)
has been running a restaurant and delicatessen in downt ovm Owensboro, across from
the county court house and near the state's office building.
The bad news is that
they called it Pinocchio' s, who was a disfigured wooden elf. (Sheltered Horksh?,.£..
National Business l~ew$, April 1982) (Submitted by Curt Hittwer)
*According to CBS News of January 27, 1982, there is a restaurant in Hanila
called Hobbit House where all the waiters and waitresses are midgets.
The term
"hobb Lts" was coined by fantasy-fiction writer J .-R;R.Tolkien, and refers to little
people.
(Submitted by N. Ioanno'bl.V
*In 1981, a major ~uscular dystrophy fund-raising event in Syracuse was held
on April Fool's Day, and .as an April Fool's party, featuring a special drink calle(
Fool's Folly.

- 7 1:The Hoodbridge State School for the Retarded in New Jersey has a program for
teaching its residents restaurant work skills. This enterprise illustrates
dramatically how futile, or at least limited, a program can be that tries to teach
something in the wrong context, such as teaching fish to swim by flinging them into
the air (pardon the image juxtaposition).
To begin with, the restaurant uses a
picturebook format for its menu, presumabl~ because the retarded consumers at the
institution who might come to the restaurant are not good readers. Obviously, work
trainees would not be likely to find jobs in the community that use this kind of
menu. The second atrocity is that the "restaurant" is called the "Chuck's Picturebook Restaurant," ,.•
hich shouts child imagery at the wor Ld , The article reporting
this project referred to the program as being "imaginative," which it certainly is
(Connecticut ARC Hews, March, 1982, p . 16).
.
*Juvenile offenses include playing hooky from school, violating cur f ews , ,
running away from home, etc. Such status offenders do not fare very well labelingwise. In different states, they are referred to as children, juveniles, minors, or
persons "in need of supervision"--'t.•
hich yield unfortunate acronyms such as CHINS
(sounds like chinks), JINS (sounds like jinx), NIlJS (sounds like,minimal or minions),
or PIHS (which sounds like any number of things, not least of which is punks).
(Institutions Etc., March, 1982, p. 2).
~Sritish rock singer Ian Drury has come up with a song (and singles record)
entitled Spasticus Autisticus.
He, himself has had polio,- leaving one of his arms
withered. The singer called his song "a bold anthem of pride for the physically
handicapped," but at least some Australian radio stations have banned the record
as supposedly being in bad taste (Link, October 1981).
*In 1932, Big Brothers/Big Sisters held a training conference in central Net.•
York for wh Lch .a logo "JaS adopted depicting the head of an ass and of a calf.
Because the ass's head was depicted as larger and above that of the cow, an obvious
inference would be that the ass is the big brother and the cow the big sister, or
alternatively that the ass is either the big brother or sister, and the COt .• the .
little brother or sister. Of course, the designers of the logo would probably tell
us that it was selected because the meeting was held on a dude ranch.
*There has been a great deal of publicity in the recent past about the reasonable likelihood that the number of aged people to be supported by Social Security
~ilillincrease while the proportion of wage earners will decrease. .Pertinen L
analysis along these lines, news items, and even cartoons and editorials have
tended to paint a picture suggesting that a small proportion of young people will
have to forego accustomed standards of living in order to support this aging popula·
tion. These elderly people are often depicted as "unproductiveH and possibly even
ungrateful.
This type of imagery could easily elicit a great deal of hostility fror
younger toward older people, and contribute to a genocidal impulse. An editorial
cartoon in the January~
1982 Indianapolis News reinforced this imagery. It showed
eighteen older people in a galley rowed by two sturdy and strong adults. President
Reagan was shown at the rear of the boat llieatinga drum for the rhythm for the
perspiring rowers, as was customary on galleys. One of the passengers was pictured
saying to President Reagan, "Can you pick up the beat a little?!!
*The Jefferson County, Kentucky (containing Louisville) Housing AuthorIty hncl
been considering over a dozen sites for the placement of a housing project for
people with 10w incomes, but finally zeroed in on a location along a noisy raIlroad
track, wedged in between an alcoholism institution, a mental institution, a museum
for old trains, a tomb stone company and a funeral home. As is usual in such
pro j oc t n . HnT) is hr>Qvilv
involved. (SlIl,rodt-i-ec]
H,1naszynsld)

- s Environmental

News

Anne Gorsuch, Git Your Gun
They have been singing some unorthodox songs at the social and fund-raising
events of the Bational Hildlife Federation these days, including the folLowfng :
"I run EPA lo1itha gun/Cause ,these antipolluters don't make such dandy shooters/
And you can't be misled by a fed who is dead/So I run EPA 'lith a gun." "I can kill
a specie/Hithout leavin' D.C." (EDvironmental Acti0fl.,Narch 19(}2).
How It's ~ Nightmare
In a number' of popular magaz Ines , such as Saturday Review, a most curious ad
has appeared. One page shows a beautiful virgin mountain landscape and a legend
that says, "Five years ago the only thing here ,'vas'a dream. 'I The next two pages show
a housing development where the beautiful mountaintop once was, with a big cloud
of pollution rising in the back on the horizon, and the legend tells us of the
progress that has been made in building this village in the Domini('an Republic,
and how Gulf and 'Ues t ern have helped to do this. Considering the millions of
dollars that must have gone into this ad, it is amazing how totally unconscious the
agencies and the sponsors were of how superior the virgin mountaintop was to the
developed village.
Niscellaneous
*The Sahara is moving northward into Spain, as Spain continues to turn into
desert. This is due not so much to the climate but to human actton, as forests
continue to be cut dmm and land use has facilitated erosion. It is believed that
the only remedy will involve major reforestation.
*Hhatever the wind picks up anywhere across the wo rLd is apt to be carried a
long, long way. The cover of the January/February 1982 issue of the American
Scientist showed a glacier in S~-Jitzerlandon wh Lch the snow Has mostlyvery
ye ILow
instead 'of wh Lte , Tests have revealed that the .color orLg Lna t ed as dust in the
Sahara Desert and 101ascarried by the wind all the Hay to Swi.tzerLand in sufficient
quantities to dramatically change the albedo (the amount of white reflection) of thl
Alpine snOH cover.
*In the spring of 1952, scientists discovered a huge cloud of frozen
crystnlllzed sulphuric acid circling the northern Hemisphere in a broad band. This
,-.1 '~11<I. not readily visible Hithout special instruments, has been estimated to con1 i (l
1lp
to 30 Illilliontons of sulphuric acid. It is not knovm where it came from;
',{"'cu! a t Lons include volcanic eruptions and an explosion of a huge chemical plant
in China or Russia. It is also not known how long the cloud \>1illstay up or what
it3 imp;)ct might be. SpeCUlations include that it might circle the f,',lobe
for months
to years, and that the eventual descent of. the ncid could do tremendous harm to the
environment. ' The fascinating part about all this is that in American newspapers,
this development has hardly been mentioned.
*In 1901, nuclear reactor workers suffered 35% more radiation exposure than in
the past because of chronic reactor maintenance problems (Sojourners, October, 1981
p. 9).

)'cAnimalspecies are being extinguished at a phenomenally rapid rate. It is
estimated that 1,000,000 may be permanently lost by the end of this century, and
more than half of all existing species could cease to exist by the year 2100 if
things continue to go'as at present. These developments would constitute an unprecedented tragedy of unspeakable proportion to life on earth
(Scien9~, t~arch 5,
1987.) .
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Resources and Events
Some of our readers may already know of our TI PASS and normalization t.each i.ng
slide set, which we have been selling since 1974. This slide set is a highly edited
collection of 967 slides taken by more than 10 people over many years, and is virtually indispensable for anyone who conducts training in normalization or PASS.
(PASS is a tool to evaluate human service quality t largely from a normal f.za tton
perspective.)
The slides can also be used for other purposes, including to teach
about community residential service issues, to demonstrate a continuum of integratior
in children's educational and adult work programs, to teach certain planning and
administrative issues, etc. The slide set comes \dth a script that explains wha t
each slide demonstrates; the slides are grouped within the set by normalization/PASS
issue, and roughly sequenced within each issue according to how well the issue is
implemented in the slide. The current (since about 1977) edition of the set sells
for $350. Althoueh this may at first look like a lot of money, it is actually a
bargain. First of all, nowadays it costs about 60¢ merely to copy a single slide,
and thus the copy cost of our set would be almost double wha t .we sell it for.
Furthermore, no single individual could accumulate such an array of remarkable shots
from so many different locales as exist in this set. In time, the set will probably
be revised again, but this could still be several years off, and we will certainly
not revise it until our present inventory is sold out. 1;lj'e
are asking our friends ant
readers to help us promote the sale of this slide set. A more detailed flyer and
order form is available upon request from the TI.
.
l'liscellaneous
*Attention Anglophiles:
An organization in Britain that has many interests
similar to the TI is the Campaign for the 1'1entallyHandicapped, wh Lch publishes a
periodical. Hany members of this group have participated in PASS training offered i1
England by John O'Brien and associates.
Persons who have both an interest in the
kinds of things the TI has been doing as well as similar developments in Britain may
vlish to join the association (for L5) or subscribe to its newsletter (for L2). The
address is 16 Fitzroy Square, London, HIP 5HQ~
*!lother Jones is a periodical wh Lch , as do a number of movements and periodical
'~q\1'1tesso~ial justice, nuclear sanity, abortion and lesbianism tvith each other.
i'~vertheless, it contains a great deal of useful material.
In its February/March
.Issue, it contained a most revealing but also discouraging article on the world druf
scene. Addictive, or at least dehabilitating, drugs are now produced in so many
I:~untries and involve so many producers. processors and distributors that they are
'Jcry difficult to combat.
In many countries, extremely powe rf'uL interests and peop l
rtfC
involved. To many of the poor people who produce the drug (as by growing
poppies), there does not exist a very viable economic alternative.
Hholesale corruT'
tion of officials follows the drug trade, because so much money is at stake
as to
undermine the morality of almost all the people who might conceivably stand in its
path. Increasingly, people in the upper social classes who had been using cocaine
are moving into heroin.
*In 1982, National Lampoon sold prestigious polo shirts (to be worn with or
without pants) sporting its distinctive and attractive symbol of a double-amputee
frog at the trifling price of $12.95 plus postage and handling. Those V1ho want thej
frog to be blue instead of green should send $1.00 extra.

- 10 *One of the most remarkable autobiographies of a retarded man was published in
the tanter 1982 issue of l1enta.1.
Retardation, the publication of the Canadian
Association for the Hentally Retarded.
To give a flavor of his story, we reproduce
here just a few lines.
.
I write my story with my life
in Manitoba School
I live in there
Garbage Home
·1 not liked
I move around wards
7, 9 wards
I fight my heart. out
Get out !1anitoba School
Take me long times
I \>lin

10 bad years
No stop fighting
I make dream come too
Get out garbage
Interested parties should write to CAlm, 4700 Keele Street, Downsview,
Canada H3J lP3.
Employment

••

Ontario,

Exchange

He have been informed of several job openings in the province of l1anitoba,
Canada, for which highly positively-ideologized
candidates are sought. Unfortunately;
we have only limited information on the positions--mostly just the titles. For
further information, contact Dave Hetherow~ Dept. of Health 5. Social Development,
3-831 Portage. Avenue, ~linnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R36 ON6, 204/775-9761.
The available positions are: (a) Director of Children's Services in the Society for Crippled
Children and Adults -- the person in this position wou Ld , among other things, have an
opportunity to work towards the dispersal and integration of what is currently a
segregated day program for handicapped children; (b) Researcher on the Social
Planning Council -- the person in this position wou.l.dhave to have some background in
social research and research issues, and an understanding of systems issues;
(c)
Director of Rehabilitation Services and Director of Vocational Rehabilitation
Services on the provincial government level.
Good News
Snap, Crackle, and Pop
The good news is that a new bacterium has been identified that can break down
2,4,5-~ a powerful herbicide and poison that has been widely used in recent years,
and that has been a component of the so-called Agent Orange used in the Indo-China
War. The bacterium was produced by a process of culturing which used increasing
amounts of 2,4,5-T in the bacterium's diet until a strain developed which could
digest it in large amounts. Work is in progress to develop bacterial strains in a
similar way to devour other poisons
(Science Digest, February 1982).
Other Good News
*In this unprincipled age when people and organizations are so easily bought and
sold, congratulations go to the Canadian Association for the Mentally Retarded whose
journal will not accept ads from agencies who do not respect its philosophy.
Among
other things, this means exclusion of ads from clearly institutional settings.

- 11 *In early 1902 the vlisconsin Council on Developmental Disabilities gave awards
to the media for the best coverage in the state of handicapped people during 1981.
The prLze-wfnndng news med,ia items were collated. into a brochure. Such reinforcement
of positive coverage is very important,especially
if it is accompanied by vigilance
about negative images of devalued people, and
by feedback and guidance to the
media. (Submitted by Christina r·letzler)
*Some commercial employers have begun to offer bonuses to their employees for
initiating health-enhancing measures, such as jogging, swimming, bicycling, quitting
smoking, and so on. Of course, this is not entirely altruistic in that the firms
benefit from lower turnover, less absenteeism, and less expensive medical plans.
Some even go so far as to establish fitness centers on their premises.
(Submitted by
Jane Edmunds Barken)
Good tiTe"TS
and Bad News

Hov Now, Old Cow? or, Good i'loosand Bad I100s
-Hot long ago, there wasacow
barn in Oklahoma that \<TaSrather run dovm , and
there was some debate whether it was fit for livestock showing. The issue being
somewhat; chancy, the barn. was instead converted into the 110ble Senior Citizens
Center. The good news is that it houses the \VeIl-named Noble Retired Senior Volunteer Program headquarters, but the program really can't take too much credit for that
because the name of the town is llobLe . The director of the NobLe Nu t rLtLon Program,
also located in the building, said "It's a dream come true." The cows of Oklahoma,
in their underground communication network, are reported to express great gratitude
for the development of the barn into a·senior citizens center (Human Development He",:
December 1981)., (Submitted by Joni Fritz)
.
Hiscellaneous
*The good news is that Cape Cod Summer Vacation (P. O. Box 849, Brewster, ~~
provides relatively normalized summer vacations for retarded adults at Cape
'. and \vinter vacations in Vermont. At Cape Cod ~ it uses guest houses and
~'Ilves the guests in typical types of Cape Cod ~xperiences and activities. This
<~rt of thing obviously meets a need of long standing.
The bad news is that in 1931~
; i: served 700 retarded adults at the Cape whf.ch , even spread across a number of weeks
couLd begin to put some strain on the assimilation potential of the Cape. Even if
it does not as yet, it is important that opportunities such as these be spread out,
and not all concentrated in single spots. The program serves adults be tween the
il3es of 18 to 65, which is not in itself a problem~ but could become one if normalization desiderata for age groupings were not observed. However, in balance, the
att~mpt is vastly more good news than bad, and its promoters are to be congratulated.
:~:)F31)

*The good news is that there are over 100 "Opportunities Industrialization
Centers" across the nation that try to teach people employable skills. Somewhat
neutral news is that it recently sent out a maSs mailing soliciting contributions.
The bad news is that part of its logo, very visible on the envelope, is a key with
the inscription "vJe help ourselves." The combination of motto and appeal for funds
strikes one as somewhat incongruous.
*The good news is that in England, there is a Physically lIandicapped and AbleBodied organization. The bad news is that their acronym is PlIAB, wh Lch phonetically
comes 8\.1£1111'1 close to pap.

- 12 *For years, our inner cities have been full of empty houses which eventually get
burned up or torn down. In Philadelphia alone~ there were approximately 25~OOO
empty houses standing around in 1981. Typically, municipal governments have done
little about the situation, either because they did-not understand its dynamics, or
because it served the purposes of those in power. Some responses were of a token
nature, typical of Hhich in many cities has been something often called "urban homesteading," designed to transfer abandoned property to new owners. However, it is not
uncommon to see perhaps only 5% of the available empty houses transferred in this
fashion, with the others condemned to death. The transfer is so glamorized that the
larger reality is overlooked and repressed.
Finally, there is one good sign and news, and that is the unauthorized occupation of empty houses by poor people.
In essence, this is a form of squatting. In
Philadelphia, a group of such people have gotten together under the name of Associa~
tion of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN). Considering the crimes that
are being committed against poor people by displacing them, and by in essence depriv
ing them of all places to live, this appears to be a most laudable and justified
re3ponse
(HotherJones,
February/Harch 1982).
*The good news is that the Grant-Blackford

Developmental

Irrd.Lana , has put out (1981) a two-vo l.ume guide to integrated

Center

in Marion,

r ecr eat.f.onal,
and Le Lsur'e

activities for "developmentally disabled adults."
Further good news is that among
the activities laid out are two Atari video games, which can be played through one's
home television set by purchasing a relatively inexpensive set of attachments.
The
bad news is that among the roughly twenty kinds of activities laid out, one of them
is a "Blockhead Game.1I
*The good news is that the (National) Association for Retarded Citizens has
sending staff members across the country in a van in order to meet with
people on the local unit level. The bad news is that a cartoon in'the ARC's nationaJ
uevs Le.tt er depicting the van as the "ARC Express." depicted it in a way that made it
luok like a garbage truck. The ,National ARC has been very PR-conscious, but for
years has displayed remarkable lapses in sensitivity to deviancy imagery". Publicity
is not the same as good imagery!
started

Bad NeHS
*The Reagan administration predicted in March of 1981 that it l~ould be able to
steadily reduce the annual budget deficit, balance the budget by 1984, and show a
surplus of almost $30 billion by 1986. A considerably chastened administration predicted in February of 1982 that it would be able to keep the budget deficit to a mer(
$66 billion by 1986. Two mODths later, it revised its estimates to a $74 'billion
deficit by 1936. All of this assumes that the actual $100 billion deficit foreseen
for 1982 actually "~ll get better rather than worse.
*The Environmental Protection Agency is purging terms such as hazardous,
genetic, birth defect, and cancer from its vocabulary and literature.
The spokesperson for the agency said that these words will no longer be used because they
"might scare too many people" (Environmental Action, December 1981/January 1982).
*For many years, the TIPS sendez
editor has conducted workshops and given
presentations on voluntary associations on behalf of handicapped people. As early
as 1973, he has warned of the implications of the fact that about a third of ehe
membership of the National Association for Retarded Citizens was then over 55 years
of age. Recent observations and data dramatically underline the validity of these
concerns and predictions." The membership of the National ARC is the lowest since
1975 (154,000), and about 30% of the members are over 60. Huch as the editor's
warnings wer e ignored ten years ago, the ARC leadership continues to fail to face up·
to some of the real reasons for the malaise in the organization.
It claims that this
decline is the result of too much success.

- 13 *The public continues to be utterly baffled by some of the absurd antics of
psychiatry.
A young man, Joseph Christopher, has been accused of a series of
assaults and racial killings in Buffalo and elsewhere, but a string of psychiatric
expert witnesses said that he wa.s not sane enough to stand trial, and the court
accepted this testimony.
This same young man was apparently sane enough to be acf'Cpted into the army, to be trained, and to manage to travel long distances in a very
planned, determined and rational nature. He bought plane and bus tickets and made
arrangements to travel to, from and between his army base, Buffalo, and New York City
He also was rather clever in hiding his tracks, and was very persistent and successfull in his efforts to escape detection.
The public's consternation at the insanity
of declaring him not sane enough to stand trial (since reversed) was underlined by
an editorial in the Syracuse Herald An1erican (December 18, 1981) which expressed incredulity at these developments.
'If declared insane, a perpetrator does not go to
prison, but could spend time at a "p sych La t rLc maximum security center" until "cur ed,"
In similar cases like this in the past, the insane were quickly declared sane and
cured again, and set free, but still working under the same intentions or compulsioTU
under which they had committed the crimes.
*p layboy and Penthouse are developing video analogs to their magazines.
Pe~!:.-.
house promises to be IImore provocative, more controversial and much more stimulating'
than Playboy.
Can we take it?
Miscellaneous

& Other News

*Isn't it peculiar that in this day and age of budget cutting, the Reagan
Administration has agreed to reimburse l'leditare-funded institutions and hospitals
the money that they spend trying to prevent unionization of their employees (Gray
Panther Network, Harch/April 1982)'1

f01

*Ben, Hiller, assistant Secretary of the Interior, is supposed to have said, "nev
can the youth of our country be proud of our mining industry if they cannot see it
from our national parks?'! (Defenders of Wildlife. 1981, 54(4), p. 12).

~---

-

*The Hashington Post carried a cartoon in'1981 that showed US Interior Secretary James t'Jattmarching ahead of a bulldozer, car ry tng a sign that said "Uhy save
Lt ? The end is near."
*In Ue15t Germany, handicapped people have named the year following the International Year of Disabled Persons the Year of Disabling Persons.
*In Illinois, there used to be (maybe still is) an E. A. Boos School of Educational Adjustment.
One of its flyers showed a choir of handicapped boys. One hopes
that they did not get boos, and never became boozers.
*In the Australian state of South Australia, a service for intellectually
handicapped people received donations from a number of interesting sources, inc1udir,
the "Police Intelligence Unit", the Hindmarsh Building Society, The Border 'Iown
Church of Christ, the Order of Buffalos, the South Australia Horse Trails, the Soutr
Australia Homing Pigeon Club, Tucker Art the Florist, a person called Lilly lfuite,
and another pigeon club.
*Now here is an acronym wh Lch for once is very appropriate.
It is ALAS, wh Lch
stands for Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students--and which charges 14% interest.
*\~e'now have the answer to the rash of bomb threats on various college campuset
Apparently, it is a strategy adopted by students on a day an exam is due, in order t
bring about a postponement of the exam and thereby gain more time to study. Presumably, students like this wcul d sell their own mothers.

- 14 *In 1981, an assistant professor of English at Vanderbilt University was denied
tenure. The incident became a cause cel~bre, but probably set back the movement for
women's rights in more ways than one. The woman protested that the large number of
her unpublished manuscripts were not given sufficient credit (which is what a lot of
people say who have been denied tenure), and a meeting of "mmen on the campus who
work for the university"dissolved
in tears" as they described their situation to
women trustees. The case was revf ewed all the \18y up to the president's office,
who found that the relevant dean had consistently applied the same criteria in the
evaluation of candidates' scholarship in all his previous 40 tenure decisions
(Vanderbilt Today, December 1981).
*Host people have heard of the new cOfJputerized CAT or CT scanners which take a
series of X-rays through the body which are transformed by means of a computer so as
to yield a picture as if one were looking at a slice taken through the body. These
scanners have been a tremendous boon to medicine, especially for diagnosing
conditions that are othendse
difficult or painful to diagnose, and that are in
relatively inaccessible places. However, as the sophistication of these scanners
increases, so does their cost. Public medical facilities must ask their State
Planning Boards for permission to buy scanners, but the cost for submitting a
suitably documented application can run as high as $100,OOO--without any guarantee
that the application will be approved.
Ironically, for $100,000 one can already buy
a fairly good scanner (Science, December 18, 1981).
'~Evidence is coming in that women who get pregnant wh LLe , or after, usingspermicides are more likely to give birth to children with Down's Syndrome, limb
deformities, malignant brain tumors, and malformations of the urethra (Environmental
Action, July/August 1981).
*Hould you believe that there is a book called the 1ragedx of Lyncbin&.
Publications) written by one Arthur R. Raper?

(Dover

1:l>1ould
you further believe that Dover Publications sells a book entitled A
Genius in the Family, advertised as a "wann and \vinning portrait of the inventive
genius who created the Haxim Gun •••", which was one of the first machine guns of the
modern age2
Psycho-Postcard

Corner

*Our psycho-postcard (picture postcards of human service facilities) collection
is growfug steadily, and a number of readers have been helpful.
In fact, a number of
readers have also taken up collecting them, and a run on psycho-postcards appears to
be in the offing, with a painful increase in pr i ces. \tieund erst and that at least
one collector is collecting by mail and had antiquarians send him psycho-postcards
on approval.
Fortunately, the two most popular current picture postcards sold by
the American Postcard Company at 50¢ a piece shoH a toothless President Reagan atop
a pile of jelly beans, and Nancy Reagan dressed as a queen.

° Sale

Editore

The TIPS editor sub-supreme has resigned in order to devote more time to the
reproduction of her kind. This automatically bumped the editor supreme into the
position of sole editor, at least for the time being depriving him of a very
gratifying title.

-NEXT-TO-LAST"HOUSEKEEPE~G AH~OUNCE!1ENTS"
].'IPSEditortlll Policy. TIPS comes out every other month, and contains articles, news,
infonn~tion, insights, viewpoints, reviews, developments, etc., that relate to the
interests and mission of the Training Institute. Hhile TIPS is mostly concerned witl
phenomena and developments that have to do with human services, it also addresses
some of the larger issues which affect our society and the quality of life on earth,
as well as the ways in which decisions are made in our society. These higher-order
phenomena will eventually express themselves in human services in various ways,
including in human service values and funding. Usually a TIPS issue will devote a
portion of its space to one specific thene. TIPS will address issues whenever and
wherever they occur. Disclosures of adaptive developments promoted, or of dysfunctionalities perpetrated, by a particular par tyo r government lilhouldnot be taken as
partisan political statements. vJe assume that subscribers are people who lead hard
lives struggling against great odds, and are aware of many shortcomings in human services. Thus, we try to inject a bit of levity intu TIPS so as to make snbecrJbers'
lives more bearable (or less unbearable, as the case may be), even if not deliriousl~
(joyful. In fact, some TIPS content is apt to be depressing and in nee;d of occasion'll
levitation. TIPS gets many items from other sources, tries to report developments
truthfully, but. cannot be responsible for errors contained in original sources.
Specific items from TIPS may be rep~oduced without permission as long as the full
TIPS reference is cited/acknowledged, and as long as only small portions of an issu0
are 90 reproduced.
The Training Institute. The Training Institute for Human Ser~ice Planning, Leadership and Change Agentry (TI), directed by Wolf Wolfensberger, PhD, functions under
the auspices of the Division of Sp~cial Education and Rehabilit~tion of Syracuse
University's School of Education. Dr. Wolfensberger is a professor in the Mental
Retardation Area of the Division. Since its founding in 1973, the TI has been supported primarily from fees earned frpm speaking events and workshops (across the
world as well as in Syracuse), and to a small extent from consultations, evaluations
of services, and the sale of certain publications and planning and change agentry
tools. There have been no 'federal grants. TI training has (a) been aimed primarily
at people who are, and who aspire to be, leaders and change ag8nts, be they profesSionals, public decision-makers, members of voluntary citizen action groups, student
etc., and (b) primarily emphasized values related to human services, the rendering 01
compassionate and comprehensive community services, and greater societal acceptance
of impaired and devalued citizens.
Invitation to Submit Items for Publication.
He invite submissions of any items suitable for TIPS. This may include "raw" clippings, "evidence';' reviews of publications
or human service "products," human service dreams (or nightmares), service vignettes,
aphorisms or apothegms, relevant poetry, satires, or brief original articles. We
particularly welcome items that are good new~, since bad news seems to come so much
easier and more frequently.
Send only material you don't need back, because you
won't get it back. If we don't goof, and the submitter does not object, submissions
that are used will be credited.
Disse~ination of TIPS. Readers are requested to draw the attention of potential subscribers to TIPS, to encourage others tQ fill out the subscription/renewal form enclosed with each issue (please consider photocopying this form and forwarding it to
potential subscribers), and also to announce the availability of TIPS wherever appro·
priate in other newsletters and periodicals.
TIPS Back-Issues Available.
TIPS tries to have a supply of back-issues available fo
new subscribers who wish to compl~te their set. Let us know what you need, and we
will negotiate a package price.
TI Publications.
The TI sells or reco~nends a number of items, disseminates a
"publication list," and updates it abol,lt1 times a year. If you want one or more
copies, please let us know.
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TIPS Editor
Training Institute
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'Fha TIPS subscription file and mailing systen is handled partially' by computer,
and partially by hand, It is quite likely that a procession of students will be
helping with the .subscription system, and whenever there is high turnover, (as t.he r o
is among students), there are apt to be occasional errors.
Therefore, if anyone
should fail to receive a TIPS·issue within two months of subscribing, or misses nny
other issues during the cycle of an annual subscription, please direct an inquiry to
the TIPS subscription list at the TI.
Address Changes,You
must 'let us know if you change your mailing address (use form
above},
TIPS is in the class of "trash mail" that is neither likely to b.,
forwarded nor returned to the sender;
Thus, if you'change your address without
telling us, we will probably never hear f rora each other again. We will also not be
able to furnish replacement's for old 'copies lost during your move. "However, we will
replace a copy that 'a~riv~d in severely mutilated condition.
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